
Tools required
Drill and drill bits
Required when securing
the cabinet to a wall.
Use an appropriate size
bit to match the wall
fixing chosen (wall screws
and fixings not supplied)

Before you start carefully read the instructions.
Check the pack and make sure all the components are included. When you are ready to start make sure you have the right tools to hand, 
plenty of space and a clean dry area for building. Don’t rush, read the instructions first and run through the assembly sequence before you begin.

Assemble should be done in the stages shown in the following diagrams, constructing one unit at a time and keeping fittings together to avoid loss. 
Do not over tighten screws or bolts.
CLEANING - Use mild soap and water only. Do not use washing powders or any other types of abrasive cleaner. See aftercare instructions.

STOP If a part is missing or damaged, please call the number shown below.
Please have your assembly guide ready.

Cross headed screwdriver Spirit level
Pencil

Tape Measure

Cavalier Marketing Ltd,              t : 01535 613830                                                 www.cavalierbathrooms.co.uk
North Dean Road,                       f : 01535 613831
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Bathroom Tall Cabinet Installation Guide.

(Not supplied)

Note: the images shown may not match your cabinet.
Images are for reference purposes only.
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Wall Fixing Plates x 1
    

15mm Woodscrews x 6
                

Magnetic Door Catch x 2

Chrome Cover Caps x 2

    

Components

5mm Hole Plugs x 8
                

15mm Cover Caps x 24
                

To remove the doors from the cabinet simply un-clip the
hinges from the base plate by pushing the clip at the
rear on the arm of the hinge as shown below.
This will release the hinge from the hinge base plate.
Ensure you have a firm grip of the door before commencing.

  

To re-attach the door to the cabinet simply offer the door
back to the cabinet and align the hinges to the hinge base
plates. Using gentle pressure push the arm of the hinge onto
the hinge base plate until it locks into position. Do not
let go of the door until you are certain that the door is
securely held in place.

Gentle downward pressure.

Base plate

Hinge Press to
un-clip

Before you commence installation, you may wish to reduce
the weight of the cabinet by removing both doors and the
loose shelves in the cabinet before lifting the cabinet into
position. Please see the relevant instruction regarding
the removal of the doors below.

It is good practice to seal the ends at
the bottom on both posts with a good quality sealant. 
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 After marking out, fix the wall fixing plates onto the
wall using the correct type of wall fixings to suit the type
of wall you are fixing to. Please note wall fixings are
not supplied as wall types may vary. If you are fixing
onto a dry boarded constructed type wall, you will need
to ensure that the fixings can be securely held in place
by some kind of solid framework etc. If you are at all
unsure please contact a reputable trades person for
professional advice.  

Using a pencil mark the positions
of the wall fixing plates onto the wall
at the required height.

Ensure that the distance between the
outside edges of the wall fixing plates is
the same as the distance measured
above.  

Using a tape measure, measure the internal
distance between both end panels as indicated
and make note of this distance as you will need
this when fixing the wall fixing plates to the wall.

Ensure that there is approximately about 5mm between the
top of the cabinet hanger and the top of the inner edge of the
top panel as shown. Adjustment can be made by using
a cross headed screwdriver and turning the bottom screw until
the required distance is achieved. 

5mm

Adjustment
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Gently lift the cabinet into position as shown
above so that the cabinet hangers sit onto the
wall fixing brackets. We recommend that 2
persons carry out this operation. 

d

Repeatedly bend the wall 

middle until it snaps, 

d



Check the cabinet is level and plumb by using
a spirit level as shown above. Adjustments
can be made by following the instructions
below. When all adjustments have been
made, check once more for level and plumb.

By turning the top screw left or
right this will allow you to pull
the cabinet into the wall or
ease the cabinet from the
wall.

To make adjustments in height turn the
bottom screw left or right depending on
the direction you want to go 

When you are happy with the height and
position of the cabinet fit the 2 chrome cover
caps over the adjustment holes in the
back panel.

Chrome Cover Caps x 2

For extra added security we recommend that 
you also fix the cabinet at the bottom. This is
done by using wall fixings of your choice and
drilling two holes behind where you want your
loose shelf to be situated. When the loose shelf
is replaced-this will hide your wall fixings.
Again please note wall fixings not supplied. 

If you would like to change the handing of the cabinet
door for example from a LH opening cabinet to a RH
opening cabinet the please follow the steps below.

1 Remove the door from the cabinet by un-clipping the
hinge from the hinge plates. If not already done.
Please refer to the first page of this guide.

2 Using a cross headed screwdriver carefully remove both
of the hinge plates from the side of the cabinet.

3 Remove the 8x 5mm hole plugs from the opposite side of the
cabinet and fit them to the side where you have removed 
the hinge plates from if already fitted. If not, then fit them to the
side which requires to be capped.

4 Re-fit the hinge plates to the side where you removed
the hole plugs from making sure that they are the correct
way round.

5 Finally, carefully re-fit the cabinet doors back to the hinge
plates. Refer to the first page of this guide.

Before fitting the magnetic door catches firstly decide
which side you would like to hand the doors. 
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The hinges can be adjusted by following the instructions 
below therefore allowing you to align the doors with the
unit. 
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To adjust the door in
and out on the unit
loosen the screw as 
illustrated on both of
the hinges and move
the door to the
required position.

To adjust the door
up and down on
the unit, loosen
both screws as
shown on both 
hinges and move the
door to the required
position. Re-tighten
all screws after.

To adjust the door 
left & right on the unit,
turn the screw as
illustrated on both
hinges.

Important

5
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8 Finally fit the magnetic door catches to the
inside of the unit to the required side. 

Disconnect the piston
from the housing by
carefully un-clipping
as shown.

9

10

23mm

Fit the piston housings to the side post opposite
to the hinge side, top and underside of the fixed shelf.
Mark the screw positions with a pencil. Using 
a cross headed screwdriver screw them into
position using 2 x 15mm woodscrews on each.
Take care not to over tighten the screws.
You may wish to use a bradawl or appropriate 
sized drill bit to start the screws with.  

Fit the magnetic pistons to the piston housings
by gently pushing and clicking them into position as
shown above. Please note the piston length can be 
adjusted by turning them clockwise or anti clockwise.
 11

12 Fit the 15mm cam cover caps
to the exposed locking cams
to both internal sides by gently
pushing them into place.

Product Aftercare.
We recommend cleaning with a soft damp cloth and mild
soap solution.
Do not use cream cleaners or cleaners containing bleach.
Do not scrub or scour.
Do not use abrasive cleaning agents.
Do not use solvent based cleaners
If a polish is to be used, use a wax free polish.
Do not allow pools of water to remain standing on the
surfaces.  

IMPORTANT 
If you are at all unsure of any part of the
instructions shown in this booklet we
recommend that you contact a reputable
qualified trades person. 

Please note, you may need to remove the protective film
from all the gloss panels. 

Screw the metal plate 
to the rear of the door 
directly behind the 
piston as shown.


